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P!nk/Willow Sage Hart - Cover Me In Sunshine
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I've been dreaming of friendly faces
I've got so much time to kill

Just imagine people laughing
I know some day we will
And even if it's far away

Get me through another day
Cover me in sunshine

Shower me with good times
Tell me that the world's been spinning since the beginning

And everything will be alright
Cover me in sunshine

From a distance all these mountains
Are just some tiny hills

Wildflowers, they keep living
While they're just standing still

I've been missing yesterday
But what if there's a better place?

Cover me in sunshine
Shower me with good times

Tell me that the world's been spinning since the beginning
And everything will be alright

Cover me in sunshine
Shower me with good times

Tell me that the world's been spinning since the beginning
And everything will be alright

Cover me in sunshine
Cover me in sunshine

Shower me with good times
Tell me that the world's been spinning since the beginning

And everything will be alright

Listen to the song (QR-code) and work on the following tasks: 

1) Find information about the artists. What is their relation? What is
special? (at least 3 bullet points)

2) Describe your impression. What did you like about the song? What
were your feelings while listening? (at least 3 bullet points)

3) Analyse the main message of the song and find parts in the text (write
down the line) that match with your opinion (1/4 page, text - no bullet
points)
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1 Now it's your turn: Choose your own song and write about it.  
 
(Title? Artist(s)? Lyrics? Personal opinion? Why did you choose this song?) 
 
Give reasons, why you like this song and describe your personal feelings. (full text, no
bullet points) 

Note:
Use the worksheets (Describing
Music/Useful Phrases). They can help you
with your writijng (especially for task 3)
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